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Why such an important land consumption?
Residential preferences
Strong preferences for the one-family house and for low-density
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Source : M. Wiel, 1999, p. 35.
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Less than 58% of one-family 
house in the urban region 
More than 58% of one-family 
house in the urban region 
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Weak planning
Abundance of land supply for housing
No systematic zoning before the 1962 Planning Law (NL: 1901 – UK: 1909)
Before 1962: developments along any road as long as they were serviced
1962 Planning Law: sector plans but a clause on land value compensation
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Why such an important land consumption?
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The 1962 Planning law and the sector plans
48 Sector plans
Realized from 1964 to 1987
Juridical potential supply in 
the “residential zones”
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Jurisprudence: three 
conditions are necessary to 
define building land as 
regular use:
- being connected to road 
infrastructure ;
- being adjacent to other 
housing or building-plots ;
- meeting technical 
requirements.
Planners afraid to 
compensate
 Linear residential zones
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Spatial disparities in the over-abundance of land supply
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Recent analyses on Wallonia to understand the 
limitation in land consumption
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Why this reduction in land consumption?
Land consumption per dwelling in Wallonia (m2)
Source: Cadmap
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Analyses based on the housing development models
- Self-provided developments (isolated houses)
- Commercial developments of houses (terrace houses)
- Commercial developments of apartments
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Why this reduction in land consumption?
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Average on Wallonia 
in 2009:
1372 m2 per house
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 Self-provided developments: usually isolated 
single-family houses









Wallonia in 2009: 
491 m2
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 Self-provided developments: usually isolated 
single-family houses
 Commercial developments of houses: usually 
terrace houses
 Commercial developments of apartments
Rather high densities
Lower consumption of 
land
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Average on Wallonia in 
2009:
235 m2 / apartment
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Wallonia: two major evolutions
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Development and spatial diffusion of apartment construction 
cv c
Percentage of apartments in the production of new housing
In the 1990’s : 26 % In the 2000’s : 34 % 
Why this reduction in land consumption?
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Decrease of self-provided developments (isolated houses) 
In the 2000’s : 51% 
Percentage of isolated houses in the production of new housing
In the 1990’s : 63 % 
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Wallonia: two major evolutions
Why this reduction in land consumption?
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How to explain these changes?
Result: the effect of land availability (legal land supply)
Scarcity effects in the western parts  Higher prices and higher densities
Empirical findings + Theoretical framework
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Percentage of greenfield land in the residential zones of the sector plans 
(2008)
Why this reduction in land consumption?
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In the 1980’s : R2 = 15 % 
Relationship between land availability and land prices
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In the 2000’s : R2 = 60 % 
Travel to work areas
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In the 1990s : R2 = 31 % 
Relationship between land availability and the percentage of apartments 
In the 2000’s : R2 = 52 % 
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Percentage of apartments in the production of new housing
In the 1990’s : 26 % In the 2000’s : 34 % 
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In the 1990s : R2 = 46 % 
Les relations entre la disponibilité en zones d’habitat et les maisons isolées
In the 2000s : R2 = 71 % 
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In the 2000’s : 51% 
Percentage of isolated houses in the production of new housing
In the 1990’s : 63 % 
Relationship between land availability and the percentage of isolated houses
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How to explain that terrace houses may outbid isolated self-
provided houses?
Why this reduction in land consumption?
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How to explain that terrace houses may outbid isolated self-
provided houses?
Their commercial values are lower (estimation: ± 18%) 
Source: P. Dethier , 2012.
Loss in value of
± 45’000 € (± 18 %)
Why this reduction in land consumption?
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How to explain that terrace houses may outbid isolated self-
provided houses?
Their commercial values are lower (estimation: ± 18%) 
Counterintuitive but their production costs are higher (estimation:
10-15%): the developer has to be paid ! 
Source: Castel J.-C. & Jardinier L., 2011, p.13.
Production cost
- Self-provided isolated house: ± 125’000 €
- Commercial development of terrace 
houses : ± 135’000 €
Why this reduction in land consumption?
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How to explain that terrace houses may outbid isolated self-
provided houses?
Their commercial values are lower (estimation: ± 18%) 
Counterintuitive but their production costs are higher (estimation:
10-15%): the developer has to be paid ! 
Lower consumption of land  Land costs are lower ☺
The cost and value of real estates has to be divided into two 
components: land and building
Land scarcity  Higher land prices and higher impact of the land 
component in the price of housing
Higher impact of the land component  Developments that limit land 
consumption are progressively able to outbid lower forms of density
Why this reduction in land consumption?
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Self-provided development: isolated house,
200 m2 of living floor space and  700 m2 of surface area
Commercial developments: terrace houses, 

























- Loss in value : 20 %
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Conclusions
Our main questions
Why such an important land consumption?
Why the current reduction in land consumption?
Why such an important land consumption?
1. Strong « Atlantic » preferences for dispersion and single-family houses
2. Maladapted land planning
Implication for other contexts: how to avoid this conjunction where the 
population have an easier access to the single-family house?
Why the current reduction in land consumption?
Land scarcity  Higher land prices and higher impact of the land component 
in the price of housing  Developments that limit land consumption are 
progressively able to outbid lower forms of density
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Thank you for your attention…
